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Transmission lines containing independent and 
dependent distributed sources are considered and the 
transfer matrices of various active distributed lines 
are derived. 
A method is discussed by which a lossy line can 
be made lossless by the appropriate choice of distributed 
sources. 
A steady-state analysis of the uniform traveling 
wave transistor is given. Considering the device as 
an active four port network, the transfer matrix is 
found in closed form and the power gain, output 
voltage, and input impedance are found. A computer 
program is written and the frequency response is given 
for various values of line parameters and terminations. 
Finally, the analysis is repeated for the exponential 
traveling wave transistor where the parameters of the 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE TRAVELING-WAVE TRANSISTOR 
1.1 Introduction to the Traveling-Wave Transistor 
A practical example of uniformly distributed current 
sources recently introduced is the traveling-wave transistor 
considered by Mciver ( 1) in 1965. This is an insulated 
gate field-effect transistor with an elongated channel 
width. The gate and drain consist of strip-type trans-
mission lines which require a distributed parameter approach 
to the analysis of the device. Figure 1.1 shows a cross 
sectional view of the traveling-wave transistor, and 
Figure 1.2 shows the gate and drain strip lines which will 
be referred to as the input and output lines of the device. 
Clearly, the transconductance of the transistor occurs in 
a distributive manner,and the equivalent circuit of the 
device is shown in Figure 1.3. This is recognized as the 
equivalent circuit of an ideal distributed amplifier and 
would be expected to have a very wide band width. It will 
also be noted that this configuration eliminates the effect 
of the FET input and output capacitances by canceling their 
effects with the inductances of the transmission lines. If 
the transmission lines are terminated in their character-















Figure 1.2 Top View Illustrating Strip Lines 
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equal to the characteristic impedance, which in this case 
will be purely resistive. 
1.2 Review of Previous Work 
Mciver ( 1) did a steady-state analysis of the 
circuit of Figure 1.3 by writing the second order differ-
ential equations of current and voltage and solving them by 
classical means. He made the assumption (as have most 
authors of papers dealing with this device) , that there was 
no coupling between the input and output lines. A partial 
purpose of this dissertation is to consider the effects of 
this coupling. Mciver found an expression for the power 
gain of the device which turns out to be independent of 
frequency, depending only on the device parameters. 
4 
Kopp ( 2) carries out the same analysis from the coupled 
mode point of view. Jutzi (3) analyzes the transistor 
from the coupled mode viewpoint and points out that with 
non-zero coupling the device has two modes of propagation 
with two different propagation constants. He points out 
that there are two reflection coefficients at each of the 
four terminations used and develops a gain expression in 
terms of these reflection coefficients. The gain expression 
is rather complicated and only applies under certain 
specified assumptions and is therefore not the most general 
solution. 
Kohn and Landauer ( 4) give a qualitative discussion 
of the traveling-wave transistor, pointing out that 
capacitive coupling between the input line and output line 
will cause an exponential signal growth producing a peak in 
the response curve at high frequencies. They also point 
out that the coupling can cause instabilities or oscilla-
tions at high frequencies, depending on the line termina-
tions and the amount of coupling. 
Lindquist ( 5 ) analyzes the transistor with zero 
coupling using his "extraction integrals" which make use 
of the device's two port parameters. His procedure is 
therefore not readily applicable to the case of coupling 
between three transmission lines. Finally, Feugate (6) 
considers the lossy case with zero coupling and derives 
expressions for the maximum transducer power gain and 
introduces a novel method of finding the output current 
which is more direct than methods used by other authors. 
He considers the general problem with capacitive coupling 
included and writes a computer program which will find the 
transducer gain and output voltage by expanding the solu-
tion into a Maclaurin series and truncating that series. 
He then makes a comparison of the traveling-wave device to 
a conventional transistor using appropriate practical 
values of the parameters of each device. 
1.3 Goals of This Dissertation 
Although many papers have been written on the 
traveling-wave transistor, there has been no closed form 
analytical solution for the case of non-zero coupling. 
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This paper will find such a solution with the character-
istic impedance termination at both ends of the device. 
In order to familiarize the reader with transmission 
lines containing distributed sources, active distributed 
devices will be introduced in Chapter 2 of this disserta-
tion. The describing differential equations for lines 
containing independent and dependent voltage and current 
sources will be derived and solved. These equations will 
be utilized throughout this paper during the analysis of 
the traveling-wave transistor. 
The exponential traveling-wave transistor will next 
be analyze~ and the advantages of introducing this new 




INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION LINES 
CONTAINING DISTRIBUTED SOURCES 
2.1 RLCG Line with Distributed Current Sources 
All of the networks considered in this paper contain 
distributed sources. Therefore, it is appropriate to look 
at active distributed networks in general to see how they 
differ from their classic passive counterparts. Physical 
examples of distributed sources are a piece of photocon-
ductor material being illuminated with uniform intensity 
over its length and more recently the traveling-wave 
transistor which was considered in the first chapter. 
Consider the lumped model transmission line as shown 
in Figure 2.1 with the current source excitation distributed 
uniformly along the entire length of the line t. The 
equivalent circuit for an incremental section of this four 
terminal device is shown in Figure 2.2, where Js is a 
constant expressed in amperes per unit length. 
A straightforward application of Kirchhoff's voltage 
and current laws for the incremental section will yield the 
following matrix equation: 











Figure 2.1 Transmission Line Showing Direction of V(x) ' 













+ Yilx V(x} 
X 
Incremental Section of Line with Distributed 
Current Source. 
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V(x+Llx) V(x) 0 
= Llx 
I (x+Llx) I (x) y 
z V(x) 





Dividing the above equation by Llx and taking the 
9 
( 2 .1} 
limit of the result as Llx + 0 yields the following partial 
differential equation: 
V(x) 0 z V(x) 0 
= (2.2) 
I (x) y 0 I (x) 
The above equation has the same form as the non-
homogenous state variable equation 
X{t) = A(t}X{t} + Bu(t} ( 2. 3) 
where X(t) is an n vector, A(t) is an nxn matrix and the dot 
denotes differentiation with respect to time. B is an nxr 
constant matrix and u(t) is an rxl vector. The solution to 
this state equation is well known and is given in most 
textbooks on state variables. 
The solution is given as 
t 
x(t) = eAtx0 ~ f eA(t-T) Bu(T)dT (2.4) 
0 
where the boundary condition x0 = X(O) is given. 
It is clear that the solution to Equation (2.2) is 





and the following results after making the substitutions 
~(d = ~J X [:] dT Kx f K (x-T) (2.5) e e I(x) 0 
where K 
- ~ J 
Since x and [:s] are not functions ofT, they can be 
removed from the integrand to obtain a more simplified form. 
f<x~ = e~ [v~ 
~ (xj I~ (2.6) 
11 
After carrying out the integration and evaluating at 
the upper and lower limits 
(2.7) 
where E2 is the 2x2 unit matrix. 
The function eKx is given by Bertnolli (10) and is 
shown below 
coshrx -1 zr sinhrx 
= 
Kx 
e = e (2.8) 
-1 YZ sinhrx coshrx 
where r = IZY. 





coshrx -1 zr sinhrx v0 
-1 YZ sinhfx coshrx r 0 
+ J 
s 
-1 Y (1-coshrx) 
-1 
-r sinhfx 
( 2 • 9) 
The reader may verify the validity of the solution by 
substituting in differential equation (2.2) and obtaining 
an identity. 
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2.2 Voltage and Current Distributed Sources 
a. Independent Distributed Sources 
The distributed line to be considered now is shown in 
Figure 2.3, which differs from the circuit of Section 2.1 
in that the independent sources are not constant but are 
functions of the space variable x and a distributed voltage 
source has been added as a series line element. 
Again, applying Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws 
and taking the limit as bx + 0 yields the following 
differential equation: 
~x ~(xJ ~ J ~(J ~(~ = + I(x) I (x) J(x) (2.10) 
The solution to this equation is given as 
~(xJ ~J X ~(d f eKx + -KT dT = e (x) I (x) 0 ( 2 .11) 
where 
K = c J 
b. Dependent Distributed Sources 
As another possible case, consider the line shown in 
Figure 2.3,but let the sources now be dependent on the 











x= R. x=o 
Figure 2.3 Transmission Line Containing Distributed 
Voltage and Current Sources. 
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transmission line variables conforming to the equations 
shown below. 
E (x) = a 1I(x) + a 2V(x) volts/meter (2.12) 
I (x) = b 1 I (x) + b 2V(x) amps/meter ( 2 . 13) 
where the coefficients a 1 , a 2 , bl' and b 2 are constants. 
Clearly, the describing differential equation is 
found by substituting Equations (2.12) and (2.13) into 
Equation (2.10). When this is done and after collecting 
like terms, the following equation results. 
~(x) ~2 Z+a1 ~(x) d ax = (x) +b2 bl I(x) ( 2 .14) 
whose solution is given by: 
~(XJ [:~ Kx = e (x) ( 2 .15) 
~2 Z+aJ and K = 
Y+b 2 bl 
(2.16) 
2.3 Approximating the Lossless Line 
For convenience, Equation (2.14) of Section 2.2 is 
repeated below. 
V(x) V(x) V(x) 
= = K (2.17) 
I(x) I(x) I (x) 
From Equation (2.17) it can be seen that by control-
ling the constants a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 a transmission line 
could be made more nearly equal to a distortionless or 
15 
even a lossless line. Two conditions must be stipulated 
for the ideal transfer of signals over a transmission line. 
First, the attenuation must be zero, i.e., the received 
signal must be of the same amplitude as the transmitted 
signal. Secondly, distortion must be zero, i.e., the 
received signal must be of the same shape as the trans-
mitted signal. The following constants introduced by 
Heavyside show the dependence of distortion and attenuation 
on the transmission line parameters. 
~ - ~ = 2a = distortion constant 
~ + ~ = 2o = attenuation constant 
(2 .18a) 
(2.18b) 
It is obvious from Equations (2.18) that an ideal line 
must be lossless, i.e., R = G = 0. 
Returning to Equation (2.17), the secondary diagonal 
elements will be denoted as shown below. 
K12 = Z + a 1 = R + a 1 + jwL 





The constants a 2 and h 1 are set equal to zero since 
they do not enter into the impedance or admittance 
expression. 
It is certainly true that if one could make a 1 = -R 
and h 2 = -G, then the resulting line would be a lossless 
ideal line with 
z = jwL 




This lossless result can easily be seen since the 
series voltage sources are adding energy back into the line 
at the same rate that R is removing energy in the form of 
heat. Similarly, the current sources are replacing the 
energy that G is removing per meter; the final result being 
no losses and no distortion. 
Referring to Figure 2.3, it is seen that the distri-
buted sources needed for ideal transmission are: 
E(x) = a 1I(x) = -RI(x) ideal voltage source 
(2.20a} 
J(x) = b 2V(x) = -GV(x) ideal current source 
(2.20b) 
The above sources have not been realized in a 
distributed sense but could be approximated by placing 
lumped sources at regular intervals down the line as shown 
in Figure 2.4. 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the approximation 
using lumped sources, an example will be worked using a 
two wire line terminated in its characteristic impedance 
driven by a unit step current source as illustrated in 
Figure 2.5. 
Let n equal the number of pairs of generators imbedded 
in the line and first consider the case where n = 1 as 
shown in Figure 2.6. A straightforward analysis of the 
three cascaded two ports will yield the following relation 












Approximation of Lossless Line Using Lumped 
Dependent Sources 
tj3 t/3 






Figure 2.6. Approximating the Loss1ess Line with One 
Dependent Generator Pair 
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between the input and the output variables with a line 
length of one meter. 





-1 y Ysinhy 
coshy 
-1 J y Zsinhy 
coshy 
(2.23) 
y = 1 + s = propagation constant 
(2.24) 
s = Laplace transform variable 
Now generalizing, for the case of n pairs of generators, 
an analysis of the circuit shown in Figure 2.4 will yield 
the following results. 
von+l 
(2.25) 
which reduces to 
20 
von+l 
_.J_ J_ _.J_ J_ 
















Solving for the output current from Equation (2.26) 
I = 1 (1 + l)n e-y 
on+l s n (2.27) 
1 n The expression (1 + n) reduces to the value e when 
n + oo, the result being the ideal distributed case with 
zero attenuation and distortion. 
A straightforward evaluation of Equation (2.27) for 
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 generator pairs symmetrically 
located, yields the following values for the output 
current. 
·1 e-s 












Ias = 256e s 
21 
( 2. 2 8d) 
(2.28e) 
Figure 2.7 shows a graph in the time domain of the 
output current with n taken as the parameter. With a 
maximum possible output current of 1 ampere, it is seen that 
with four generator pairs the output is approximately 
90 per cent of its maximum value. 

















THE NON-COUPLED UNIFORM TRAVELING-WAVE TRANSISTOR 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the uniform traveling-wave 
transistor. The case of zero-coupling between the input 
23 
and output lines will be considered first as an introduction 
to the techniques used throughout this paper. Then, in 
Chapter 4, the coupled case will be considered and an 
analytic solution will be given with computer plots of the 
final results. 
3.2 Non-Coupled Input and Output Lines 
The most basic case was introduced in Chapter 1, 
shown in Figure 1.3, in which the input and output lines 
are only coupled actively by the transconductance gm. The 
device consists essentially of two transmission lines, the 
output line containing independent distributed current 
sources like those discussed in Chapter 2 and the input 
line considered as an independent LC transmission line. In 
order to eliminate phase and amplitude distortion, it is 
clear that the phase velocities of the input and output 
lines must be equal, i.e., l/IL0c0 = 1/ILiCi where Li, L0 , 
and Ci, c0 are the input and output inductance per unit 
length and capacitance per unit length respectively. 
If the voltage on the input line is known to be 
24 
e. (x), then the value of the distributed current generator 
~n 
is given by Js(x) = g e. (x) amperes per meter. The 
m ~n 
voltage and current in the output line can then be found 
by simply applying the equations derived in Chapter 2. 
As an example, with the input line terminated in its 
characteristic impedance, assume the input line voltage to 
be of the form: 
where 
=e. (R.) er(x-R.) 
~n 
e. (.Q,) = input line voltage at x = R.. 
~n 
.Q. = length of input and output lines. 
r = IZY propagation constant. 
It is clear from Equation (3.1) that e. (x) is a 
~n 
(3 .1) 
voltage wave traveling from left to right. From Equation 
(2.5) in Chapter 2, and by taking Is(x) = ein(i)gmer(x-i), 
the voltage and current on the output line can be expressed 
as 
V(x) vo X f('T-i) -1 
J 
-e. ( i) g e r Zsinhf'T 
~n m 
= T - T d'T 
I (x) Io f('t-i) e. {i)g e coshf'T 0 ~n m 
(3.2) 
coshrx -1 zr sinhrx 
where T = (3. 3) 
-1 Yr sinhrx coshrx 
25 
When matrix Equation (3.2) is evaluated and simplified, 
the following scalar equations for the current and voltage 
on the output line result. 
I{x) = Yr-1sinhfx v0 + coshfx r 0 
g e. {R.)e-f.Q. 
m ~n (xerx + r- 1 sinhfx) 
2 
V{x) = coshfx v0 + zr- 1sinhrx r0 
-f.Q, g e. (R.)e 
m ~n 
2 
-1 rx -1 · (r Zxe - Y sinhfx) 
3; 3 Non-Coupled Lines with Characteristic Impedance 
Termination 
It is well known that if a transmission line is 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
terminated in its characteristic impedance R0 , given by 
R00 = IL0/c0 and R0i = !Li/Ci for the output and input 
lines respectively, then the wave incident upon R0 is 
completely absorbed, i.e., none of the wave is reflected. 
From Figure 2.3 the relations below are clearly true. 
{3.5) 
From Equations (3.3) and {3.4) for V(x) and I(x) in 
the previous section, the output current can be found by 
evaluating V(x) and I(x) at x = .Q. and equating their ratio 
to -R00 . This procedure is shown below. 
v ( Q.) 
= ITff 
Simplification yields the output current 
I = 0 








Equation (3.7) is in agreement with the solution of 
other authors mentioned in Section 1.2 who analyzed the 
problem using other techniques. 
CHAPTER 4 
THE COUPLED UNIFORM TRAVELING-WAVE TRANSISTOR 
4.1 Introduction 
The equivalent circuit of the traveling-wave tran-
sister with capacitive coupling between the input and 
output lines is shown in Figure 4.1. It will pe assumed 
throughout this paper that the mutual inductance between 
lines is negligible and therefore only the mutual capac-
itance, C farads/meter, will be taken into account. It 
m 
will also be assumed as a first approximation that there 
27 
are no losses between the gate to" drain, gate to ground, or 
drain to ground. The problem then reduces to the analysis 
of a three wire LC transmission line with distributed 
current sources along the output line to ground. 
4.2 Derivation of the State Equation 
Applying Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws to the 
incremental section of Figure 4.1, and taking a limit as 
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-(sC -g ) 
m m 
s (C. +C ) 
~ m 
where s is the Laplace transform variable. 
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be written in a more 
compact manner as 
eo (x) 0 0 sL0 0 
ei (x) 0 0 0 SL. 
a ~ 
ax = 
i 0 (x) s(C0 +cm) - (sC -g ) 0 0 m m 
i. (x) -sc +s(C.+C ) 0 0 
~ m ~ m 
or 
eo (x) eo (x) 














It should be noted that the state Equation (4.4) is 
analogous to Equation (2.5) in Chapter 2 except that the K 
matrix is a 4x4 matrix and the voltage-current vectors 
are 4xl. 
For convenience, the following definitions will be 




K = ~ J 
z = ~L0 sLJ 
s(C0+cm) - (sC -g ) m m 
y = 
-sc s(C.+C ) m 1. m 
Solution of the State Equation 
---
The solution to state Equation ( 4. 4) is 
e 0 (x) e 0 (o) 
ei (x) e. (0) 
Kx 1. 
= e 









( 4. 5) 
( 4. 6a) 
(4.6b) 
( 4. 7) 
Kx 4 4 . e = x matr1x 
The problem therefore reduces to the evaluation of 
the eKx matrix. 
4.4 Determining the Transfer Matrix 
The transfer matrix eKx can be evaluated in various 
31 
ways as discussed in most books on state variables (11,12). 
Some of the methods require an expression for the eigen-
values of K while others do not. Sylvester's Theorem 
for calculating functions of matrices lends itself 
particularly well to analytical solutions and is therefore 
chosen as the method used in this paper. 
Sylvester's Theorem is a method for obtaining a 
function of a matrix if that function can be expressed as 
a matrix polynomial. Two stipulations on the matrix are 
that it be a square matrix and that it possess distinct 
eigenvalues. The theorem can be stated as follows: 
n 
N(A) = I N(A..) zo<A..) 
i=l 1 1 
The z0 (A.i) matrices are called the idempotents of 














( 4. 8) 
(4.9) 
N(A) = function of matrix A to be determined. 
A. = eigenvalues of matrix A. 
~ 
E = unit matrix. 
The eigenvalues of K are found by solving the 
characteristic equation as shown below. 
-A 0 sL0 0 
0 -A 0 sL. 
~ 
32 
= 0 ( 4 .10) 
s(c0+cm) -(sC -g ) m m -A 0 
-sc s(C.+C ) 0 -A 
m ~ m 
Expanding the determinant of Equation (4.10) will 
result in the square of the four eigenvalues shown in 
Equations (4.lla) and (4.llb) below. 
2 2 [L. (C.+C )+L0 (c0+C )] 2 ~ ~ m m s A. = +A. = 1 2 2 
c 1 




( 4 .lla) 
2 2 [L. (C.+C )+L0 (c0+C )] 2 ~ ~ m m 
A.3 = +A4 = 2 s 
c 1 




A stipulation of Sylvester's Theorem is that the 
eigenvalues be distinct. This can be seen more readily by 
rewriting Equations (4.lla) and (4.llb) in the equivalent 
form of (4.llc) and (4.lld). 
s2 
= --2 {L. (C.+C )+L0 (c0+C ) ~ ~ m m 
+ 
1 
2 2 Cmgm2 ( [L. (C. +C ) -L0 (C0+C ) ] +4L. L0C -4L. La---'-J} ~ ~ m m ~ m ~ s 
(4.llc) 
s2 
= --2 {L. (C.+C )+L0 (c0+c) ~ ~ m m 
1 
2 2 Cmgm 2 ( [L. (C. +C ) -L0 (C0 +C ) ] +4L. LaC -4L. La ~ } ~ ~ m m ~ m ~ s 
( 4 .lld) 
To further clarify that the eigenvalues are distinct 
at all frequencies, consider the specific example worked 
in Section 4.6 with the line parameters chosen to be 
L. = L = 1, c. = c = 1, and gm = 2. Equations ( 4 .11) for ~ a ~ a 
the eigenvalues then reduce to: 
A 2 =A 2 = s 2{(1 +C) + 1c (C - ~) } 1 2 m m m s (4 .lle) 
A 2 =A 2 = s 2{(1 +C) - 1c (C - ~) } 3 4 m m m s ( 4 .llf) 
The eigenvalues given by Equations (4.11) can be 
equal if and only if the radicand equals zero. This is 
clearly impossible unless the mutual coupling equals zero, 
which is not the situation under consideration. Thus it 
is seen that the system has two distinct traveling waves 
which travel at different velocities for all frequencies. 
From Equations (4.11) it is seen that for any system 
with non-zero coupling, whether passive or active, there 
exist two waves traveling at different velocities. It 
is therefore impossible for the eigenvalues of the system 
to be equal at any frequency and the use of Sylvester's 
Theorem is justified. 
It should be pointed out that the eigenvalues are 
complex numbers due to the introduction of the transcon-
ductance gm. The square root of both sides of Equations 
(4.lla) and (4.llb) must now be evaluated to obtain the 
eigenvalues of the system. This can be done by applying 
basic complex algebra, and the eigenvalues are found to be 
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( 4 .l2a) 
where the following substitutions have been made: 
2 ()', = 




2L.L0C g S = ~ rn m 
aw 
Now that the eigenvalues of K have been found 1 eK~ 
is found by applying Sylvester's Theorem and the reader is 
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referred to Appendix A for the 16 elements of this transfer 
matrix. 
4.5 The Termination Matrix 
Now that the transfer matrix of the traveling-wave 
transistor has been found 1 the boundary conditions must be 
specified. Amemiya (8) considers multiport transmission 
lines with coupling between lines and proves that the 
characteristic impedance termination 1 which eliminates 
reflections 1 consists no longer of simply terminators 
between adjacent lines 1 but is a more complex network. As 
a special case of Amemiya•s results, consider the network 
shown in Figure 4.2. This is the passive counterpart of 
the traveling-wave transistor being analyzed. Since there 
is distributed coupling between the input and output lines, 
it seems probable that there should be a termination 
between the input and output lines at the load in order to 
produce more desirable results. The papers on the 
traveling-wave transistor to date do not make use of such 
a third terminator. This paper will consider both types 
and point out the advantages of the TI termination as shown 





x=t x+t.x X x=O 
Figure 4.2. Characteristic Impedance of 3-wire Line 
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The characteristic admittance of the line of Figure 
4.2 is given by the following matrix expression 
Yo = z-1 r ( 4 .14) 
where 
r = IZY 






For the transistor under discussion, the admittance 
matrix is calculated below from Equation (4.6) with g = 0. 
m 
Lo(Co+Cm) -L C 
r2 2 
0 m 
= ZY = s (4.16) 
-L.C L. (C. +C ) 
~ m l. ~ m 
In order to find r, the eigenvalues of r 2 must be 
found and then Sylvester's Theorem is applied to yield the 
termination admittance matrix shown in Equation (4.17). 
Li LO (CO +Cm) ( v'X'5 -IX6) 
-LiA 6 1A5+LiASIA6 
LiLO (Ci+Cm) (/1.5-~) 
-L0/.6/t.S+LOI.SI\6 
(4.17) 
where AS and A6 are the eigenvalues of r 2 as shown in 
Equation (4.18) below. 
[Lo<co+cm) + L. (C. +C ) ] 
"s 




+ 4L.L C 2)2 - L. (C. +C ) ] 
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([Lo<ca+Cm) 
+ l. l. m 1. 0 m 
2 ( 4 .18a) 
[Lo<co+cm) + L. (C. +C ) ] 
A.6 = 
l. l. m 
2 
1 
<[La <ca+Cm) 2 4L.L C 2)2 - L. (C.+C)] + l. l. rn 1. 0 m 
2 (4.18b) 
4.6 Transfer Matrix of Cascaded Networks 
As shown in Figure 4.3, the traveling-wave transistor 
and the two load impedances can be represented by three 
networks connected in cascade. The overall transfer·matrix 
.is found simply by multiplying the individual transfer 
matrices of the three networks. 
The transfer matrix of the load is easily verified 
to be 
E 0 
= ( 4 .19) 
The overall transfer matrix is found by performing 





i 0 (0)=0 
+ 
+ 
e. ( 0) 
l 
+ 
i. ( 0) =0 
l 
Figure 4.3. Transfer Matrix of Device T = T1T2T3 
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T Ki = T1e T3 
1 0 0 0 Kll Kl2 Kl3 Kl4 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 K21 K22 K23 K24 0 1 0 0 
yll yl2 1 0 K31 K32 K33 K34 yll yl2 1 0 
yl2 y22 0 1 K41 K42 K43 K44 yl2 y22 0 1 
(4.20) 
where the admittance matrix given by Equation (4.17) is 
represented by: 
yll yl2 
Yo = ( 4. 21) 
yl2 y22 
The following notation will be used to represent the 




If the device is driven by a current source of value 
. t 
i. (i)eJW and the other three ports are left open, then 
1. 
Equation (4.22) reduces to 
0 







Matrix Equation (4.23) represents four equations in 
four unknowns. The output voltage is easily found from 
Equation (4.23) as 
with i. (R.) = 1 
~ 
and the input impedance is found to be 
z. = 
~n 
T21T32 - T22T31 
T41T32 - T42T31 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
The power gain of the device can now be calculated in 





= p:-- = 
~n 
leo(O) 12 ·(Yll + Y12> 
Iii (R.) j 2Real(Zin) 
{4.26) 
Equation (4.26) applies only if the termination is real. 
Since the complexity of Equation (4.26) does not lend 
itself to hand computation, the calculations were carried 
out on a digital computer and a plot was made of the 
results. The IBM 360 system at the University of Missouri -
Rolla was used and the program is listed in Appendix B 
along with instructions for its use. 
The line parameters must be chosen in order to carry 
out the computations and the following parameters will be 
used for illustrative purposes. 
t = 5. meters 
L = L. = l henry/meter 0 J. 
C = C. = l farad/meter 
0 J. 
gm = 2. mhos/meter 
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Although choosing the parameters has forced the analysis 
to a special case, a variety of other parameters were used, 
and the general trend was found to be the same. 
The capacitive coupling, C , was varied in order to 
m 
determine its effect upon the power gain, output voltage, 
and input impedance. Both the characteristic impedance 
and the non-characteristic impedance terminations were 
used as shown in Figures 4. 4 and 4. 5 respectively. From 
Figures 4. 6 through 4. 8 it is seen that the non-characteristic 
impedance termination results in an unstable circuit. As 
C is increased to above . 01 farad/meter, it is seen that 
rn 
the real part of the input impedance goes to zero and then 
goes negative, and the device is therefore unstable. When 
the input power goes to zero, the output power has a non-
zero value, and therefore an infinite gain results. 
From Figures 4. 9 through 4. ll it is seen !that instabil-
ity is avoided when the characteristic impedance termination 
is used. Although the gain is unsteady at high frequencies, 
the gain is never down 3 dB. and as is seen from the graphs, 
the feedback coupling actually caused an increase in gain 
Traveling-Wave 
Transistor 




Figure 4.5. Traveling-Wave Transistor with Non-
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at high frequencies. It is therefore concluded that if 
the traveling-wave transistor is to be used for wide band 
application then the characteristic impedance must be used 
as the termination. With the characteristic impedance 
termination it is seen that a cutoff frequency is never 
reached at a frequency of 10 5 Hertz normalized. Therefore 
the capacitive feedback C is not a detrimental factor to 
m 
the operating characteristics of the device, but in fact 
improves its performance at high frequencies. 
The opposite conclusion is drawn with the non-
characteristic impedance termination. The feedback 
capacitance causes a fall off in gain at high frequencies 
and eventually causes instabilities. 
In order for a device to be useful, the phase shift 
must be linear within the operating range, otherwise phase 
distortion of the signal will result. A plot of log 
phase vs Log normalized frequency is shown in Figure 4.12. 
It is seen that the phase varies approximately linearly 
with frequency. 
4.7 Effect of Incorporating Losses 
It has been assumed heretofore that there were no 
losses in the strip lines or between the strip lines and 
ground. This section will consider such losses, and the 
equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 4.14. It will be 
shown that the effect of the losses is to reduce the power 
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An application of Kirchhoff's voltage and current 
laws to the circuit of Figure 4.14 and taking the limit 
as ~x + 0 will produce the differential equation as shown 
in Equation (4.27a). 
eo (x) 0 0 R0+sL0 0 eo (x) 
e. (x) 0 0 0 R.+sL. e. (x) 
0 J. J. J. J. 
ox = 
i 0 (x) G0+s(c0 +cm) -sc +G m m 0 0 i 0 (x) 
i. (x) -sc G.+s(C.+C) 0 0 i. (x) 
J. m J. J. m J. 
(4.27a) 
Factoring out the Laplace Transform Variable s 








































co zo + -+ La + -+ s s 
R. G. 
z. + .2:.+ L. Y. + .2:.+ c. 
J. s J. J. s J. 
Equation 4.27b reduces to 
e 0 (x) 0 0 z 0 e (x) 0 0 
e. (x) 0 0 0 z. e. (x) 
d 1. 1. 1. 
3x ) =s Gm i 0 (x) y +C - (C --) 0 0 i (x) o m m s 0 
i. (x) -c Y.+C 0 0 i. (x) (4.29) 
1. m 1. m 1. 
Equation 4.28 is clearly seen to be of the same form 











It is certainly true that all the equations derived 
to this point apply equally well to the lossy case if the 
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substitutions of Equations (4.29) are made in the respective 
equations. In carrying out the computer analysis, one 
simply makes the substitutions of Equation 4.29 declaring 
the expressions to be complex quantities. 
It is found that the effect of losses is not to narrow 
the bandwidth but merely to decrease the magnitude of the 
gain. 
Figure 4.13 shows the effect of choosing L c ~L.C .. 
0 0 1. 1. 
It is seen that the bandwidth has been decreased and the 
gain quickly falls to zero at high frequencies. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE EXPONENTIALLY TAPERED 
TRAVELING-WAVE TRANSISTOR 
5.1 Introduction 
. This chapter will analyze the exponential traveling-
wave transistor in a manner similar to that used in 
Chapter 4 for the constant parameter case. 
The term exponential refers to the fact that the Z 
andY matrices of Equation (4.6) are no longer constant but 
2ax -2ax 
vary as e and e respectively, as shown in Equations 
( 5. 1) • 
sL0 
sLJ 
e2ax z (x) = 
0 
(5 .la) 
s(c0+cm) -(sC -g ) m m 





The real constant a is referred to as the tapering 
constant and may assume negative, zero, or positive values. 
Clearly, if a = 0, the analysis in this chapter reduces to 
that given in Chapter 4. 
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5.2 Characteristic Impedance of the Exponential Trans-
mission Line 
The characteristic impedance of the N-wire exponential 
transmission line has been shown to be of the form (14) 
( 5. 2) 
where 
E = unit matrix 
Z = constant impedance matrix 
It will be seen that impedance matrix Equation (5.2) 
is non-realizable in an exact sense but it will be used for 
illustrative purposes. Then the analysis will be repeated 
using a realizable termination. 
The reader is referred to Figure 5.1 for the 
equivalent circuit of the exponentially tapered 3-wire 
line under consideration. The termination at X = 0 is 
found by applying Equation (5.2) with the aid of Equation 
-1 (5.1). The expression (r + aE) can be found by apply-
ing Sylvester's Theorem using the eigenvalues of r 2 . The 
matrix r 2 is given in Equation (5.3) and its two eigen-





-s L c 0 m 
2 2 
a +s L. (C.+C ) 
1 1 m 





--Y ( -- L e2ax 







~ ~ -Y 
I 




c.e-2axll ~ X 
2 Yl2(-a)]e-2aJI. Y2 (-a)+ 
I 
--~__.~ 
._____... I I J 
L.. ~e2ax~ 6.x x x=O 
x=JI. 






2a2 + s 2o 
= 2 
2 02 - 4LiLO(CiCO + C (C. +C0 ) s 
+ m l. 2 (5.4a) 
>..6 2a
2 + s 2o 
= 2 
2 02 
- 4LiLO(CiCO + C (C. + c0 ) s m l. 
2 (5. 4b) 
An application of Sylvester's Theorem will yield the 





( 5. 6c) 
The admittance matrix at x = ~ is found from the 
inverse of Equation (5.2) by a simple change of variables. 
Let y = ~ - x and placing the source at x = 0 and the load 
at x = ~will give the following Z andY matrices. 
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Again applying Equation (5.2) yields the impedance 
matrix 
( 5. 8) 
Therefore, it is clear that the elements of the 
admittance matrix at x = ~ are found by replacing a by -a 
in Equations (5.6) and then multiplying each expression by 
the factor e- 2 a~. 
5.3 Derivation of the State Equation 
The reader is referred to Figure 5.2 for the equiva-
lent circuit of the exponential traveling-wave transistor. 
In a manner analogous to that used in Section 4.2, the 














_- _., (.)----() I I ( 
x=o Yo (o) L·e2axA l c.X X 








i 0 (x) 
i: (x} 
~ 
0 0 sL e2ax 0 0 eo(x) 
0 0 0 L 2ax e. (x) s .e 
~ ~ 
= 
s(CO+Cm}e-2ax -2ax 0 i 0 (x} -(sC -g )e 0 m m 
-sc e-2ax s(C.+C )e-2ax 0 0 i. (x) m ~ m ~ 
e 0 (x} 
ei (x) 
= K(x) ( 5. 9} 
i 0 (x) 
i. (x) 
~ 
5.4 Solution of the State Equation 
The solution to Equation (5.9) can be found by using 
the matrix transformation given by Bertnolli (10). The 





= J(x) P(x) 
i. (x) 
~ 

















0 e -ax 
and ( 5 .11) are 
(5.10) 
( 5 .11) 
put into 
Equation ( 5 • 9) and simplified, the following differential 
equation results 
-a 0 L0s 0 
0 -a 0 L. s 
;)p (x) ~ 
= 
. P (x) ( 5. 12) dX 
s (C0 +Cm) - (sc -g ) a 0 m m 
-sc s(C.+C) 0 a 
m ~ m 
= Q P (x) 
Equation (5.12) is a homogeneous state equation with 
constant coeffici:ents, and the solution is 
P(x) = eQx P(O) ( 5 . 13) 
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Now converting Equation (5.13) back to the network 
variables produces the following solution. 
eo (x) Eeax 0 e 0 (o) 
e. (x) 
l ei (0) 
= . e 
Qx (5.14) 
i 0 (x) i 0 < o) 
ii (x) 0 Ee -ax ii (0) 
It now remains only to calculate the 4x4 matrix e0x. 
This can be done by expanding it into a series, shown in 
Equation (5.15), and then arranging the terms of that series 
to get a finite closed form solution. 
Qx 
e = E + [
-aE zl x + j-aE ~ 2 




~aE ~ 3 x 3 LaE J4 3T+ Y aE Y aE 4 X 4T + 0. • + ( 5 • 15) 
If the 4x4 matrix eQx is partitioned as shown in 
Equation (5.16), then each K .. element can be considered lJ 
separately as given in Equation (5ol7) o 
Qx Kll Kl2 
e = ( 5 .16) 
K21 K22 








- a{E = E + ZY) 21 + rr+ ... 
(a2E + 
3 
(a2E + ZY) 2 
5 X X } + ZY)TI + ST+ (5.17a) 
2 x 3 a2E)2 5 Kl2 Z{E + (YZ (YZ + X } = + a E) 31 + 5T + ... (5 .17b) 
2 x 3 z2E)2 5 K21 Y{E + (ZY + (ZY + X } = a E) 3T + 5T + ... (5.17c) 
(a2E 
2 
(a2E YZ) 2 
4 
K22 E + 
X X + a{E = + YZ) 21 + + rr+ ... 
(a2E + 
3 
(a2E + YZ) 2 
5 
X X } + YZ)TI + ST+ ... (5.17d) 
It must be noted that the matrix multiplications are 
in general not commutative and therefore the order of 
multiplication must be preserved. 
It is clearly seen that the infinite series of 
Equations (5.17) are series expansions of the familiar 
hyperbolic sines and cosines as given in Equation (5.18). 
cosh ( fx) -1 Kll = - ar sinh (fx) (5.18a) 
Kl2 zr 1 
-1 
sinhr1 x = (5 .18b) 
-1 
K21 = Yf sinhfx (5.18c) 
K22 coshr 1 x + ar 1 
-1 








e {cosh(fx)-ar sinh(fx)} 
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(5.20) 
In order to find the elements of the transfer matrix 
(5.20), the eigenvalues of r 1 2 and r 2 are found and given 
in Equations (5.21). 
1 
2 2 2 2 gm 2 2a +s c+s {c -rL.L0 (C0+C ) (C.+C )+4L.L0 C (C--)} l. m l. rn ~ m m s Al = ------------------------~2------------------------
(5.2la) 
1 g -
2a2+s 2c-s 2{c 2-4L.L (C +C) (C.+C )+4L.L0 C (C -~)} 2 l. 0 0 m l. rn ~ m rn s 
2 
(5. 21b) 
The functions of r 2 and r 1 2 of Equation (5.20) are 
found by applying Sylvester's Theorem where the eigenvalues 
are given in (5.21) and the idempotents of r 2 and r 1 2 are 





-s L (C --) 0 rn s 
2 2 







-s L C 0 m 
2 gm 
s L (C --) 0 m s 
2 2 
-a-s L. (C.+C )+Al 
1. 1. m 
2 gm 
-s L. (C --) 
1. m s 
2 2 
a +s L. (C.+C )-A 3 1. 1. m 
2 gm 
s L. (C --) 
1. m s 
2 2 
-a-s L. (C.+C )+Al 





The 16 elements of the transfer matrix (5.20) are given in 
Appendix c. 
5.5 Transfer Matrix of Cascaded Networks 
In a manner analogous to that of Chapter 4, the 
overall transfer matrix T of Figure 5.2 is found by 
multiplying the individual transfer matrices of the loads 
and transistor together. 
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1 0 0 0 Kll Kl2 Kl3 Kl4 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 K21 K22 K23 K24 0 1 0 0 
T = 
I I 
yll yl2 1 0 K31 K32 K33 K34 yll yl2 1 0 
I 1 
yl2 y22 0 1 K41 K42 K43 K44 'yl2 y22 0 1 
(5.24) 
The elements K .. 
~J 
are those given in Appendix c and 
load elements at x = R- are denoted by a prime and those at 
X = 0 without a prime. 
With the device being driven by a current source and 
all other ports open circuited, the output voltage, input 







p . = ga1.n 
!e0 (0) 12 <Real(Y11> + Real(Y12 >> 
I i. (R.) 12Real (Z. ) 
~ ~n 
K21 + K23yll + K24y12 
I I 
yll{Kl2 + K13y12 + Kl4y22} + yl2{K22 + K23yl2 
+ K24y22} + K32 + K33yl2 K34y22 







T31 = yll{Kll + Kl3yll + Kl4yl2} + yl2{K21 + K23yll 
+ K24Tl2} + K31 + K33yll + K34yl2 
I I 
T41 = yl2{Kll + Kl3yll + Kl4yl2} + y22{K21 + K23yll 
+ K24yl2} + K41 + K43yll + K44yl2 
I I 
T42 = yl2{Kl2 + Kl3yl2 + Kl4y22} + y22{K22 + K23yl2 
Figure 5.3 shows the power gain vs log normalized frequency 
for the exponentially tapered device. As in the case of its 
passive counterpart, the circuit acts as a high-pass device. 
It should be noted that at the cutoff frequency, the power 
gain peaks toward a maximum and then tapers off to the 
uniform transistor value. 
Appendix D contains the computer listing to calculate 
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It was found that the uniform traveling-wave tran-
sistor does indeed have the properties of a wide-band 
amplifier. The gain of the device is controlled by 
choosing the length and parameters of the line. If the 
characteristic impedance termination is used, then the 
gain is not decreased by the feedback capacitance c . 
m 
The exponentially tapered device is found to be a high 
pass amplifier with the propagation frequency determined 
by the tapering constant a. 
An obvious extension of this work is to determine 
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the effect of the mutual inductance between the lines which 
was assumed negligible in this paper. Other terminations 
besides the characteristic terminations should be 
investigated to determine their effect on gain. Since 
the gain increased at high frequencies, the possibility 
of using negative feedback either in a lumped or distrib-
uted manner should be investigated in order to develop a 
truly flat response wide-band amplifier. 
APPENDIX A 
ELEMENTS OF TRANSFER MATRIX OF CHAPTER 4 
The elements of the transfer matrix eKt are given 
below where the subscripts give the location of the 
respective element. 
Kll Kl2 Kl3 Kl4 where 
el 
Kt K21 K22 K23 K24 e3 e = 
K31 K32 K33 K34 0 
K41 K42 K43 K44 
2 
- (A. 3 - L0 (c0 + Cm))cosh e1} 
= ~L0 (Cm + jgm/w){cosh e3 - cosh e1} 
sinh e3 
- (L (C + C ) - A. 2) } 0 0 m 1 A. 3 
sinh e1 } 
= jwtA.1 
= jwtA.3 
= L. (C. 
l. l. 
Lo<co 
+ c ) 
m 





K22 K44 = cp{(L.(C. + c ) 2 = - A3 )cosh 61 l l m 
(L. (C. + c ) 2 63} - - A1 )cosh ]_ l m 
sinh 63 sinh 61 . 
K23 = ¢L.L0C { } 1 rn A3 . A1 
A 2) sinh e1 K24 = cpL.{(L. (C.+ C) -1 1 1 m 3 
. A1 
A 2) sinh 83 
- (L.(C. +C) - } 
1 J. m 1 A3 
K31 = ¢{ [<co + em) (Lo <co + c ) - A 2) + L.C (C rn 3 l. m m 
+ jgm/w)] sinh e3 A 2) 
A1 
- [Ceo + Cm) (LO(CO + c ) -m 1 
jgm/w)] sinh 83 + L.C (C + } 
J. m m 
. A 3 
jgm/w){(A 32 
sinh e1 (.A 2 
sinh 83 
K32 = cp(C + 6) - - o) } m 
. :\1 1 . ~3 
K34 cpL. (C + 
gm/w 
83 - cosh e1} = j ){cosh 1 m 
¢Cm{(A32-
sinh 81 2 sinh e3 
K41 = a) - {A. - 8) A.3 
} 
A.1 . 1 
K42 = cp{[C L0 (C + j gm/w) + (C. + C ) (L. (C. + c ) m m ]_ rn l. l m 
A. 2)] 
sinh 81 [C L (C + .grn/w) 
- -
+ (C. 3 A.1 m 0 rn J ]_ 
-A. 2)] 
sinh 63 
+ C ) (L. (C. + ern) rn J. 1 1 A.3 
K43 = ¢L0crn{cosh 63 - cosh 81} 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE UNIFORM TRAVELING-WAVE 
TRANSISTOR 
The following three computer programs pertain to the 
uniform traveling-wave transistor. The data to be read 
in includes the line parameters, line length, and the 
initial frequency. The program will compute the input 
impedance, power gain, and output voltage. 
The first program is computed using complex sub-
routines and double precision using a closed form solution 
as discussed in Chapter 4. 
The second program again uses the closed form 
solution, double precision but all the computations are 
done using only real variables. 
The third program uses complex subroutines and 
double precision, but a Taylor series approximation is 
used instead of the closed form solution. 
It was found that all three programs give approxi-
mately the same numerical results except that the accuracy 
of the Taylor series approximation decreases at very 
high frequencies. 
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C STANLEY PHD DISSERTATION 
C UNIFORM TRAVELING WAVE TRANSISTOR 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*l6(C) 
DIMENSION PGAINfC300),PGAINf300J,FMAG(300) 











READ( lt 30) LO lt Lilt SOl, SIlt SM,GM, O, F,GO,GhRO,Rl 
10 FORMATI10F6.1J 
30 FORMAT CltG18•8J 
00 33 N = 1,3 
WRITEt3,31) LOl,Lil,SOltSilrSM,GM,O,F,GO,GitRO,RI 
31 FORMAT f4G18.8l 
DO 20 I = 1,300 
E = O. 
w = 2.•3.1415q2653q*f 
CW = DCMPLX(EtWt 
Ll = (RI + CW*llll/CW 
LO = (RO + CW*LOlJ/CW 
SI = (CW*Sil + Gll/CW 
SO = CCW*SOl + GOt/CW 
LtLO = li*(SI + SMJ + LO*tSO + SMJ 
SJCO = SI*SO + SM*(St + SOJ 
CY = (0CMPLXCE 1 WJJ*D 
CE lSQ = (LI LO+COSQRT(L1LO*L.IL0-4•*li*L0*( SICQ-DCMPLXCE 
1 ,SM*GM/W J)) )/2. 
CE3SQ = tliLD-CDSQRT( lllO*l ILD-4.*ll*L0*( SlCO-OCMPLXCE 
l,SM*GM/WJ)))/2. 
CEl : COSQRTtCElSQ) 
CE3 : CDSQRTtCE3SQ) 




CCl = ( tPl + CNl)/2 
CSl = ( CPl - CNl)/2 
CC3 = ( CP3 + CN3l/2 
CS3 = { CP3 - CN3l/2 
COl = 2*CEl*fCEl*CEl - ·CE3*CE3) 
CD3 = -2*CE3*lCEl*CEl -CE3*CE3) 
CKll = -2*CEl*ICE3*CE3-LO*(SO+ SM))*CCl/CDl-
12*CE3*fCEl*CEl -LO*CSO+ SM))*CC3/C03 
CK 12=-2*CEl.*LO* { DCMPLX ( SM rGM/W t l*CCl/CDl-
12*CE3*lO*CDCMPLXCSK,GM/WJ)*CC3/C03 
CK13 =2*LO*(l0*(S0+ SM)-CE3.CE3J*CS1/C01 + 










CK24 = 2*ll*lll*(Sl+ SMl -CE3*CE3l*CS1/CD1+ 
12*LI*tll*lSI+ SMt-CEl*CEll*CS3/CD3 
CK31= 2*{(50 + SMl*{l0*(SO•SMJ-CE3*CE3J + 
lli*SM*lOCMPLX(SM,GM/W))t*CSl/COl+ 2*(fSO+SM)*(L0*(S0+ 
lSMJ-CEl*CElt + li*SM*(DCMPLX{SM,GM/WlJ)*CS3/CD3 
CK32 =2*(-LO*fSO+SM,*{OCMPLX{SM,GM/Wll+OCMPlX(SM,GM/W) 
l*tCE3*CE3-
lll *{ S I +SM))) *CS l/CD1+2* ( -LO* ( SO•SM) * ( DCMPLX { SfhGM/W J) + 




CK41 = 2*SM*tCE3*CE3-lllOl*CSl/CDl+ 





CK43= -2*CEl*LO*SM*CCl/CDl -2*CE3*lO*SM*CC3/C03 
CK44= CK22 
E5= tlilO+COSQRTttLO*(SO+SM)- ll*fSI+SHll*llO*CSO+SM)-
lll*tSI+SM)) + 4*LI*LO*SM*SMl)/2 
E6= (LllO-CDSQRTt (LO*l SO+SM,- ll*l SI+SM) l*llO*{SO+SMl-
lli*(SI+SM)) + 4*LI*LO*SM*SMll/2 
Yl2=tLI*LO*SM*tCOSQRTIE6)-COSQRTIE5)))/tll*l0*(E5-E6)t 





llO*E5*COSQRTf E6J ) If L I*LO*( E5-E6)) 
CT3l= Yll*(CKll+CK 13*Yll +CK14*Yl2 J+ 
1Yl2*(CK21+ CK23*Yll+ CK2~*Yll}+ 
1CK31 + CK33*Vll + CK34*Vl2 
CT32 = Yll*(CK12+CK13*Yl2 + CK14*Y22l+ 
1 Vl2*(CK22+ CK23*Yl2 + CK24*Y22) + 
1CK32 + CK33*Yl2 + CK34*Y22 
CT41 = Y12*tCKll + CK13*Yll + CK14*Yl2)+ 
1Y22*(CK21 + CK23*Yll+ CK24*Y12J+ 
!CK41 + CK43*Yll + CK44*Yl2 
CT42 = Yl2*(CK12 + CK13*Yl2+ CK14*Y22)+ 
1Y22*(CK22 + CK23*Yl2 + CK24*Y22)+ 
1CK42 + CK43*Y12 + CK44*Y22 
CT21 = CK21 + CK23*Yll + CK24*Y12 
CT22 = CK22 + CK23*Yl2 + CK24*Y22 
CT23 =·· CK23 
CEOUT = CT32/fCT32*CT41 -CT42*CT31) 
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CBEOUT = CEOUT 
MAG(IJ = S0RTtREAl(C8EOUTJ*REAllC8EOUT) + 
lAIMAG(C8EOUT)*AIMAG(C8EOUTtt 
lOGFtl) = DLOGlOff) 
101 F0RMAT(Gl8.8) 
CZ IN= CCT21*CT32 -CT22*CT31)/(CT1tl*CT32-CTit2*CT3U 
CBZIN = CZIN 
IMP(ll = REAL CC8ZIN) 
PIN = REAL(C8ZINJ 
Yll8 = Yll 
Yl28 = Yl2 
f)QUT = MAG(I)*~AGCII*IREALIY118) + RE.Al.(Yl28)) 
PGAIN(J) =POUT/PIN 
301 FORMATC2Gl8.8J 
CNUM = CT32 
COENOM = CT32*CT1tl - CT42*CT31 
CZNUM = CT2l*CT32 - CT22*CT31 
100 FORMAT(4G18.8) 
F = F*l.075 
20 CONTINUE 
111 FORMAT(El8.8) 
WRITE(3 9 300l CPGAIN{K),tMP(Kt,lOGF{KJ,MAGIKl,K= 1,300, 
13) 
300 FORMATC4El8.8) 




CAll YSCALE(YMIN,YMAX 9 5.) 
CAll XAXI Sf OX) 
CAll YAXI'SCDYJ 
CALL XYPlTfLOGF,PGAIN,300,l,-l) 
F = .00001 







C STANLEY PHD DISSERTATION 
C THIS PROGRAM IS THE SAME AS THE PREVIOUS ONE EXCEPT 





1 T .... E.S, E6, LOGF*4f 3.00) ,.lM.P.~4( 300 J ,OLOGIO.,Ll, LZ-t.CL..t::i. 
READfl,30J LltL2tCl,C2,CM,GM,l,F 
WRITEl3,30)ll 1 l2,Cl,C2,CM 1 GM,LtF 
30 F0RMAT(4Gl8.8) 
DO 20 J = lt300 
A = o. 
w = z.•3.1415926539*F 
Zll2 = Ll*fCl +CM) + li*(C2 +CMJ 
YlY2 = Cl*C2 + CM*(Cl + C2J 
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IL2 = -Ill 
ISQRLl = OSQRTf(~Rll + OSQRTfRLl*RLl + ILl*lll)J/2, 
ISQRLZ = OSQRT((-RL2 + OSQRTCRL2*Rl2 + Il2*IL2))/2) 
RSQRll = lll/(2*DSQRTCI-Rll+DSQRT(Rll*Rll+Ill*Illlt/2) 
1) 
RSQRLZ = ll2/(2*DSQRT(f-Rl2+0SQRT(Rl2*Rl2+1l2*1L2))/2) 
1) 
Rlll2 = Rll - Rl2 
1Lll2 = Ill - IL2 
RCHl = ((OEXP(RSQRLl*l) + DEXP( -RSQRll*L)I*DCOS(ISQRl 
ll*L))/2. 
ICHl = ((OEXP(RSQRll*L) - OEXP(-RSQRll*LJ)*OSINfiSQRl 
ll*L) t/2. 
RCH2 = f(OEXP(RSQRL2*LJ + DEXP( -RSQRLZ*L))*OCOSfiSQRl 
12*L) t/2. 
ICH2 = ((0EXPfRSQRl2*lJ - DEXPf-RSQRL2*LlJ*OSIN(ISQRl 
12*LJ)/2. 
RSHl = (RSQRll*fOEXPfRSQRll*L)- DEXPf-RSQRll*l))*OCOS 
1 U SQRL l*l) 
1 •·· ISQRll*fDEXP{RSQRll*LI + OEXP(- RSQRLl*lJ)*DSINfiS 
lQRLl*ll tl ( 
12*{ RSQRll*RSQRll + tSQRll*ISQRLl)) 
RSH2 = tRSQRL2*fOEXP(RSQRl2*Ll- DEXP(-RSQRLZ*llt*DCOS 
1 (1 SQRl2*l t 
1 + ISQRL2*(0EXPfRSQRl2*l) + OEXP(- RSQRL2*lli*OSINfiS 
1QRL2*lll/f 
12*( RSQRL2*RSQRL2 + ISQRL2*1SQRL2}) , 
ISHl= (RSQRLl*(OEXP(RSQRll*l )+DEXP(-RSQRLl*U l*DSIN 
l( I SQRll*l )-
1 ISQRL1*lDEXP(RSQRll*LJ- DEXPt-RSQRll*l)l*DCOS(ISQRL 
ll*L}}/(2*( 
1 RSQRLl*RSQRll + ISQRLl*ISQRll)) 
ISH2= (RSQRL2*(0EXP(RSQRL2*l)+DEXP(-RSQ932*L))*DSIN 
1tiSQRL2*l)-
l ISQRL2*(0EXP(RSQRL2*L} - OEXPt-RSQRL2*l}l*OCOS(ISQRl 
12*l))/(2*( 
1 RSQRL2*RSQRL2 + ISQRl2*1SQRL2)) 
Rll = (A*A-W*W*Ll*(Cl+CM))*(RCH1-RCH2-A*RSH1+A*RSH2t 
1 - Rl2*(RCH1-A*RSH1) + Il2*(1CH1-A*ISH1) +Rll*(RCH2 -A 
I*RSH2) 
1- Ill*fiCH2 -A*ISH2J 
Ill= (A*A -W*W*ll*(Cl+CM))*fiCHl -A*ISHl- ICH2+A* 
1 ISH2) 
1 - RL2*fiCHl - A*ISHl) -IL2*tRCHl -A*RSHl) + Rll*tiCH 
12-A*lSH2) 
1 + lll*(RCH2 - A*RSH2J 
RK11 = OEXP(A*Ll*l Rlll2*Rll + tlll2*lll)/(Rlll2*Rlll 
12 + 
1 ll.ll2*Illl21 
IKll = OEXP(A*l)*( Rlll.2*Ill Illl2*Rll)/( Rlll2 
l*RL1t2 + 
1 1Lll2*Illl2) 
Rl2 = CH*( RCH2 - RCHl -A•RSH2 +A*RSHl) (GM/W 
1 l*tiCH2 
1- ICH1 -A*ISH2 + A*ISHll 
112 = (GM/W}*( RCH2 - RCHl -A*RSH2 + A*RSHl) + CM 
1*( ICH2 
1 -ICHl -A*ISH2 + A*ISHl) 
RK12 = (OEXP(A*ll*t Rlll2*Rl2 + llll2*112)/fRLlLZ*Rllt 
12 • 
1 Il1L2*Ill.l2)) *(-W*W*Lll 
IK12 = (OEXPfA*l)*( Rlll2*112 Il1l2*R12)/f RL1L2 
l*RllL2 + 
1 Illl2*1L ll2) l*f-W*W*ll) 
Rl3 = -W*ffA*A -W*W*Ll*(Cl+CMil*(ISHl-ISH2)- RSHl 
l*IL2 -
1 Rl.2*ISH1 + RLl*ISH2 + ll1*RSHZ) 
113 = W*CfA*A-W*W*Ll*(Cl+CMl)*tRSHl-RSH2l- RL2*RS 
lHl + 
1 Il2*1SH1 + Rl.l*RSH2 -Ill*ISH2l 
RK13 = (DEXP(A*L)*( Rlll2*Rl3 + ll1L2*l13)/CRLllZ*RLlL 
12 + 
1 1Lll2*1lll2) I*Ll 
IK13 = (OEXPIA*l.)*( RL1Ll*ll3 llll2*Rl3)/( RllL2 
l*RL1L2 + 
1 1Lll2*1lll.2JJ*Ll 
Rl4 = fGM/W)*fRSH2-RSHU + CM*( ISH2-tSH1) 
It~= fGM/WJ*fiSH2- ISHl) - CM*fRSH2-RSHl) 




IK14 = (DEXP(A*L)*(RL1L2*Il4-IL1L2*Rl4)/(RL1L2*RL1L 
12 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2))*(Ll*L2*W*W*W) 
R21 = RCH2 -RCHl -A*RSH2 + A*RSHl 
I21 = ICH2 -ICHl -A*ISH2 + A*ISHl 
RK21 = (DEXP(A*L)*( RL1L2*R21 + IL1L2*I21)/(RL1L2*RL1L 
12 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2))*(-W*W*L2*CM) 
IK21 = (DEXP(A*L)*( RL1L2*I21 IL1L2*R21)/( RL1L2 
1*RL1L2 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2))*(-W*W*L2*CM) 
R22 = (A*A -W*W*L2*(C2+CM))*(RCH1 -RCH2 -A*RSH1 +A 
1*RSH2) 
1 - RL2*(RCH1-A*RSH1) + IL2*(ICH1-A*ISH1)+ RL1*(RCH2 -
1 A*RSH2) IL1*(ICH2 - A*ISH2) 
I22 = (A*A- W*W*L2*(C2 +CM))*(ICH1 -A*ISH1- ICH2+ A* 
1ISH2) 
1 - RL2*(ICH1 - A*ISHl) - IL2*(RCH1 - A*RSH1) + RLl*(I 
1CH2 -A*ESH2) 
1 + ILl*( RCH2 - A*RSH2) 
RK22 = DEXP(A*L)*(RLlL2*R22+IL1L2*I22)/(RLlL2*LlL 
12 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2) 
IK22 = DEXP(A*L)*( RL1L2*I22 IL1L2*R22)/( RL1L2 
1*RL1L2 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2) 
R23 = CM* (ISH2-ISH1) 
I23 = -CM*(RSH2-RSH1) 
RK23 = (DEXP(A*L}*(RL1L2*R23 + IL1L2*I23)/(RL1L2*RL1 
1L2 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2))*(Ll*L2*W*W*W) 
IK23 = (DEXP(A*L)*(RL1L2*I23-IL1L2*R23)/(RL1L2*RL1L2 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2))*(Ll*L2*W*W*W) 
R24 = -W* (.(A*A -W*W*L2* {C2 +CM)) * (ISH1 -ISH2) -RSHl*IL 
12-
1 RL2*ISH1 + RL1*ISH2 + ILl*RSH2} 
I24 = W*((A*A-W*W*L2*(C2+CM))*(RSH1-RSH2) -RL2*RSH1 + 
1 IL2*ISH1 + RLl*RSH2 -IL1*ISH2) 
1 
RK24= (DEXP{A*L)*(RL1L2*R24 + IL1L2*I24)/(RL1L2*RL1L2+ 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2))*L2 
IK24= (DEXP(A*L)*(RL1L2*I24- IL1L2*R24)/(RL1L2*RL1L2+ 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2})*L2 
R31 = (C1 + CM)*R13 -W*W*L2*CM*GM*(RSH2-RSH1} -
1 W*W*W*L2*CM*CM* (ISH2-ISH1) 
I31 = W*W*W*L2*CM*(CM*{RSH2-RSH1} -
1 (GM/W)*(ISH2-ISH1)) + (C1+CM)*I13 
RK31 = DEXP(-A*L)*( RL1L2*R31 + IL1L2*I31)/(RL1L2*RL1L 
12 + 
1 IL1L2*IL1L2) 




R32 = -W*W*Ll*fCl+CMt•t-Wl*fCM*flSH2-JSHlt+tGM/W)*f 
1 RSHZ-RSHllJ-fA*A- W*W*L2*lC2+CMll*f-W)*(CM*fiSH1-IS 
2H2) + 







liS HZ)) + 
1 W*Rl2*CCM*RSH1-{GMIW)*ISH1J-W*IL2*((GM/W)*RSHl+CM*ISH 
lU -
1 W*Rll*{CM*RSH2 -(GM/Wt*ISH2) + W*Ill*llGM/W)*RSH2+CM* 
11SH2) 
RK32=0EXP{-A*l)*(Rlll2*R32+1llL2*132)/(Rlll2*Rlll2 
1 + llll2*1lll2) 
IK32 = OEXPt-A*Ll*(Rlll2*132-Illl2*R32)/(Rlll2*Rlll2 
1 + IL1L2*Illl2) 
R33 = (A•A-W*W*Ll*CCl+CM) )*fRCHl-RCH2+A*RSHl-A*RSH2t 
1 - Rl2*(RCHl+A*RSHU + Il2*C ICHI+A*ISHU +Rll*(RCH2 +A 
l*RSH2) 
1- lll*(ICH2 +A*ISH2) 
133 = lA*A -W*W*Ll*lCl+CM)l*(lCHl +A*ISHl- ICH2-A* 
11SH2) 
1- Rl2*(1CH1 + A*ISHl) -IL2*(RCH1 +A*RSHll + Rll*fiCH 
12 + A*ISH2) 
1 + 1Ll*(RCH2 + A*RSH2) 
RK33 = OEXP(-A*L)*(Rlll2*R33 + Illl2*133J/(RL1L2*Rlll2 
1+1lll2*llll2t 
1K33 = OEXPf-A*L)*(RtlL2*I33 - llll2*R33)/(Rlll2*Rlll2 
1+ llll2*Illl2t 
R34 = CM*C RCH2 - RCHl +A*RSH2 -A*RSHl) (GM/W 
U*t ICH2 
1 - ICHl +A*ISH2 - A*ISHl) 
134 = .(GMIW)*( RCH2 - RCHl +A*RSH2 - A*RSHU + CH 
1*( ICH2 
1 -ICHl +A*ISH2 - A*ISHl) 
RK34 = COEXP(-A*lt*(Rlll2*R34 + llll2*134)/{RLll2*Rlll 
12 + 
1 Tlll2*1Llt2))*(-W*W*l2) 
IK34 = (0EXPt-A*ll*(Rlll2*134- llll2*R34)/(RLll2*Rlll 
12 + 
1 llll2*Il1l21J•t-W*W*l21 
R41 = -W*W*L2*CC2+CMJ•C-Wl*CM*liSH2-tSHl) 
1 - fA*A-W*W*Ll*(Cl+CM) l*f-W)*Cf4*( ISHl-tSH2) 
1 -W*(Il2*CM*RSHl+RL2*CM*ISHl) 
1 + W*(lll*CM*RSH2 + Rll*CM*ISH2) 
I 4l= -W*W*l2* ( C2 +CM I* W*CM*l R SH2-R SHU 
1- W*(A*A~W*W*ll*(Cl+CM)t*CM*(RSH1-RSH21 
1 + W*Rl2*CM*RSHl-W*ll2*CM*ISHl 
1 - W*RLl*CM*RSH2 +W*Ill*CM*ISH2 
RK41 = OEXPC-A*l)*(Rlll2*R4l+llll2*1411/1Rlll2*Rlll2 
1 + Illl2*1Lll2) 
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IK41 = DEXP(-A*L)*fRlll2*141-1LlL2*R41)/CRlll2*Rlll2 
1 + Ill L 2* llll2 t 
R42 = CCZ+CM)*R24 -W*W*Ll*CM*GM•tRSH2-RSHll -
1 W*W*W*Ll*CM*CM*{ ISH2-ISHU 
142 = W*W*W*Ll*CM*fCM*tRSH2-RSHll -
1 (GM/Wt*tiSH2-tSHlll + {C2+CMl*l24 
RK42 = OEXPt-A*Lt*( Rlll2*R42 + Illl2*1421/fRLll2*Rlll 
12 + 
1 I L 1L2* IL 1l2) 
IK42 = DEXPt-A*LJ*( Rlll2*142 llll2*R42)/( RllL2 
l*Rlll2 + 
1 llll2*Illl2) 
R43 = RCH2 -RCHl +A*RSH2 - A*RSHl 
143 = ICH2 -ICHl +A*ISH2 - A*ISHl 
RK43 = (0EXPf-A*LI*(Rlll2*R43 + llll2*143)/(Rlll2*Rlll 
12 + 
1 Illl2*1lll2))*f-W*W*ll*CMJ 
IK43 = (DEXP(-A*li*(Rlll2*143- Illl2*R43J/(Rlll2*Rlll 
12 + 
1 llll2*Illl2)}*f-W*W*Ll*CMJ 
R44 = (A*A -W*W*l2*(C2+CMlt*(RCHl -RCH2 +A*RSHl- A 
l*RSH2) 
1 - RL2*(RCHl+A*RSH1) + ll2*fiCHl+A*ISH1)+ Rll*(RCH2 + 
1 A*RSH2) Ill*fiCH2 + A*ISH2) 
144 = tA*A- W*W*L2*fC2 +CM)I*tlCHl +A*ISHl- ICH2- A* 
11SH2) 
1 - Rl2*(1CH1 + A*ISHlJ - ll2*(RCH1 + A*RSHll + Rtl*(l 
1CH2 + A*ISH2) 
1 + Ill*( RCH2 + A*RSH2t 
RK44 = OEXP(-A*LI*fRLll2*R44 + ll1L2*144t/(Rlll2*Rlll2 
l+llll2*1lll2) 
IK44 = OEXPt-A*L)*(Rlll2*144- lllL2*R44l/(Rlll2*RllL2 
1+ IL1L2*1lll2) 
ES = ( Z1Z2 + DSQRT(fll*(Cl+CM,- l2*lC2+CMll*fll*lC 
11 + CM) -
1 l2*(C2+CK)J + 4*Ll*L2*CM*CM))/2 
E6 = tZlZ2- OSQRTf(ll*fC1+CM)- L2*fC2+CMll*lll*(Cl+ 
lCM) -
1 l2*(C2+C.MI J+4*L1*l2*CM*CMJ )/2 
Yll = (ll*l2*(Cl+CMJ*(DSQRTfE5l-DSQRT(E6) l-L2*E6*0SQRT 
l(E5} + E5*l2* 
1 0SQRTtE61)/Cll*L2*(E5-E6)) 
Y22 = fll*L2*(CM+C2)*(0SQRTfE5l-USQRT(E6J) - ll*E6*0 
1SQRHE5J 
1 + ll*E5*0SQRT(E6))/(l2*ll*(E5-E6)) 
Yl2= (l2*ll*CM*(DSQRTfE6)-0SQRTCE5J)J/(l2*ll*(E5-E6)J 
RT31 = Yll*CRKll + ~Kl3*Yll + RK14*Yl21 + 
1 Yl2*(RK21 + RK23*Yll + RK24*Yl2) + 
1 RK31 + RK33*Yll + RK3~*Yl2 
IT31 = Yll*CIKll + IK13*Yll.+ 1K14*Yl2t + 
1 Yl2*tiK21 + IK23*Yll + IK24*Yl2) + 
1 IK31 + IK33*Yll + IK34*Yl2 
RT32 = Yll*(RK12 + RK13*Yl2 + RK14*Y22) + 
1 Yl2*(RK22 + RK23*Yl2 + RK24*Y22) + 
1 RK32 + RK33*Yl2 + RK34*Y22 
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IT32 = Yll*(IK12 + IK13*Yl2 + IK14*V22) + 
1 Y12*CIK22 + IK23*Yl2 + IK24*Y22) + 
1 IK32 + IK33*Yl2 + IK34*Y22 
RT41 = Yl2*(RK11 + RK13*Yll+RK14*Yl2) + 
1 Y22*CRK21 + RK23*Y11 + RK24*Yl2J + 
1 RK41 + RK43*Y11 + RK44*Y12 
IT41 = Yl2*f1Kll + IK13*Yl1 + IK14*Y12) + 
1 Y22*CIK21 + IK23*Yll + IK24*Yl2) + 
1 IK41 + IK43*Yll + IK44*Yl2 
RT42 = Yl2*(RK12+RK13*Yl2+RK14*V22) + 
1 Y22*( RK22 + RK23*Yl2 + RK24*Y22) + 
1 RK42 + RK43*Yl2+RK44*Y22 
IT42 = Yl2•tiK12+1Kl3*Yl2+1Kl4*Y22)+ 
1 Y22*(1K22 + IK23*Yl2 + IK24*Y22) + 
1 IK42 + IK43*Yl2 + IK44*Y22 
RT21 • RK21 + RK23*Y11 + RK24*Yl2 
IT21 a IK21 + IKZ3*Yll + IK24*Y12 
RT22 = RK22 + RK23*Yl2 + RK24*Y22 
IT22 = IK22 + IK2l*Y12 + IK24*Y22 
ROEN = RT32*RT41 - I T32*1 T41 - RT42*RT31 + IT42* IT31 
IOEN = RT32*IT41 + RT4l*IT32 - RT42*IT31 - RT3l*IT42 
RVOLTS = CRT32*RDEN + IT32*IDENJ/(ROEN*ROEN + IOEN*I 
lDENJ 
IVOLTS=CIT32*RDEN- RT32*1DENJ/(ROEN*RDEN + IOEN*IOENl 
VOLTS = OSQRTCRVOLTS*RVOLTS + lVOLTS*IVOlTSJ 
RNUM = RT32*RT21 - IT32*IT21 - RT22*RT31 + IT22*IT3l 
INUM = RT32*1T21 + RT21*1T32 - RT22*1T31 - RT31*Il22 
RZIN = CRNUM*RDEN + JNUM*IDENl/(ROEN*RDEN + IOEN*IDENJ 
IZIN • CINUM*RDEN- RNUM*IDENl/tRDEN*RDEN + tDEN*IDEN) 
LOGftJI • DLOGlO(f) 
PIN = RZIN 
POUT = VOLTS*VOLTS*(Yll + Yl2) 
PGAJN(J) = POUT/PIN 
F ,. F*-1·075 
WRITE(3,5001 lOGF(J) 7 PGAIN(J) 
500 FORMATC2Gl8.8) 
20 CONTINUE 






CALl Y AX IS { DY I . 
CAll SYM(l.,2.5,.14, 1 POWER GAIN',O.,lOJ 
CAll SYM(l.,.5,.14,•GM = z•,0.,6) 
CAll SYM(3.,.5,.14,~l = 51 ,0.,5) 
CAll SYMt5.,4.,.14,•CM =.Ot•,o.,l) 
CAll XYPlTtlOGF,PGAIN,lOO,l,-1) 
CALL ENOPlT 





C STANLEY PHD DISSERTATION 




REAL*8 MAG*4(300),LOGF*4C300t,IMP*4(300) 1 SM,GM,O,F,A,W 













29 FORMAT 14GI8.8) 
WRITEI3,31) LOl,LII,SOl,Sil,SM,GM,O,F,GO,GI,RO,RI 
31 FORMAT {4618.8) 
DO 20 M = 1,300 
UNITY = 1.0 
E = o. 
W = 2.*3.1415926539*F 
CW = DCMPlXlErW) 
Ll = (Rt + CW*lll)/CW 
LO = (RO + CW*LOl)/CW 
SI = (CW*Sil + Glt/CW 
SO = CCW*SOl + GO)/CW 
LILO = LI*(SI + SMJ + LO*tSO + SMt 
SICO = SI*SO + SM*fSI + $0) 
CY = tOCMPLX(E,Wll*D 
CElSQ = {LILO+COSQRT(LILO*LILD-4·*LI*l0*(SICD-DCMPLX{E 
l,SM*GM/WJ U) 
112. 
CE3SQ = tltLO-COSQRT(LILO*LlLD-4.*li*LO*(SJC0-0CHPLX{E 
1 ,SM*GM/W J))) 
112. 
CEl = COSQRTCCElSQ) 
CE3 = COSQRT(CE3SQ) 




CCl = ( CPl + CNI)/2 
CSl = ( CPl- CNll/2 
CC3 = C CP3 + CN3l/2 
CS3 = ( CP3 - CN3)/2 
COl = Z*CEl*{CEl*CEl - CE3*CE3) 
C03 = -2*CE3*(CEl*CEl -CE3*CE3) 
DO 30 I=lt4 
DO 30 J=lt4 
84 
CTERM(I,JJ = OCMPLX(E,EJ 
CEXPK(I,J)= DCMPLX(E,El 
30 CKK(I,JJ = OCMPLX(E,E) 
CKK(lt3) = LO 
CKKC2,4) = Ll 
CKK(3,1) = SO+ SM 
CKKC3,2) = -(SM - GH/CW) 
CKK(4, U = -SM 
CKKC4,2) = Sl + SM 
DO 40 1=1,4 
CEXPKfltlt = OCMPLX(UNITY,f.) 
40 CTERM(I 1 1) = OCMPLX(UNlTY,E) 
K=l 
50 DO 60 1=1.4 
00 60 J=l,4 
CSUM = OCMPLX(E,EJ 
DO 59 N =lt4 
59 CSUM = CSUM + CTERMII,NJ*CKK(N,J) 
60 CMULT(I,JJ = (CSUM*D*CW)/K 
DO 70 1=1,4 
DO 70 J=1,4 
CTERM(I,JJ = CMULT(I,J) 
70 CEXPKfi,J) = CEXPK(I,J) + CTERM(J,J) 
K = K + l 
lf(K.EQ.40)GO TO 81 
DO 80 1=1,4 




CKll = CEXPK(l,ll 
CK12 = CEXPK(l,2) 
CK13 .::: CEXPK(lt3t 
CK14 = CEXPK(l,4) 
CK21 = CEXPK(2,1) 
CK22 = CEXPKt2,2l 
CK23 = CEXPK(2,3) 
CK24 = CEXPK(2,~) 
CK31 = CEXPKC3,1) 
CK32 = CEXPK(3,2) 
CK 33 a CEXPK{ 3., 3). 
CK34 = CEXPK(3,4) 
CK41 = CEXPK(4,1J 
CK42 = CEXPKf4,2) 
CK43 = CEXPK(4,3l 
CK44 = CEXPK(4,4J 
E5= tliLO+COSORT((LO*ISO+SMI- LI*(Sl+SMJI*(LO*(SO+SM)-
lli*CSI+SMJ) + 4*LI*LO*SM*SMIJ/2 
E6= fllLO-CDSQRTiflO*(SO+SMJ- LI*(SI+SMit*flO*tSO+SMt-







1 T ( E5) + 
1LO*E5*CDSQRT(E611/tli*LO*(E5-E6)) 
CT31= Yll*(CKll+CK13*Yll +CK14*Yl2l+ 
1Yl2*(CK21+ CK23*Yll+ CK24*Y12)+ 
1CK31 + CK33*Yll + CK34*Yl2 
CT32 = Yll*(CK12+CK13*Yl2 + CK14*Y22)+ 
1 Yl2*1CK22+ CK23*Yl2 + CK24*Y22) + 
1CK32 + CK33*Yl2 + CK34*Y22 
CT41 = Yl2*(CK11 + CK13*Yll + CK14*Yl2l+ 
1Y22*(CK21 + CK23*Yll+ CK24*Yl2l+ 
1CK41 + CK43*Yll + CK44*Yl2 
CT42 = Yl2*(CK12 + CK13*Yl2+ CK14*Y22)+ 
lY22*lCK22 + CK23*Yl2 + CK24*Y22)+ 
1CK42 + CK43*Yl2 + CK44*Y22 
CT2l = CK2l + CK23*Yll + CK24*Yl2 
CT22 = CK22 + CK23*Yl2 + CK24*Y22 
CT23 = CK23 
CEOUT = CT32/CCT32*CT41 -CT42*CT31t 
CBEOUT = CEOUT 
MAG(M) = SQRJ(REALtC8EOUTl*REALlC8EOUT) + 
lAIMAG(C8EOUT)*AIMAG(C8EOUTtl 
LOGFCMJ = DlOGlO(Ft 
101 FORMAT(G18.8) 
CZIN= ( CT21*CT32 -CT22*CT3ll /tCT4l*CT32-CT42*C T3U 
C8ZIN = CliN 
IMPIM) = REAL ICS!IN) 
PIN= REAl{C8ZINJ 
Yll8 = Yll 
Yl28 = Yl2 
POUT = MAG(M)*MAG(M)*IREAL(Yll8) + REAL(Yl28)l 
PGAIN(MJ = POUT/PIN 
301 FORMAT(2Gl8.8) 
100 FORMATt4Gl8·8) 












ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX OF CHAPTER 5 
The transfer matrix of the exponential traveling-
wave transistor is given by 
E2e 
ax 0 
Qx T (x) = e = 
0 E2e 
-ax 
0 -1 coshrx-ar sinhfx -1 zr 1 sinhr1 x 
0 -1 Yr sinhfx 
where 
Q = ~-aE2 zl 
~ aJ 
2 2 r 1 =a E2 + YZ 
The eigenvalues of r 1 2 and r 22 are identical and 






-s L (C --) 0 m s 
88 




The eignevalues are given in Equations (5.21). The 
elements of the partitioned matrix Equation (C.l) can now 
be found. The partitioned matrix zr1 - 1sinhf 1 x will be 
found for illustrative purposes and is given by 
-1 





where z 0 (A 1 ) and z 0 (A 2 ) are the idempotents of r 1 2 and are 
given by Equations (5.23). 
Equation (C.5) further simplifies to 
>< 
~('1 ~('1 
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'§ ·r-1 [f.) 
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In a similar manner the remainder of the transfer 
elements are calculated and are given below in Equations 
(C.8). 




= (C. 7) 
Then the individual elements are 
a sinhfS" x 
- coshlr3" x + } - A. 3{cosh..IA.1 x 113 
a sinh /A.1 x a sinhr'X:"3 x 
------} + A. 1{cosh~x- · }] (C.8) 
,/).1 113 
a sinhv'XJ x 
!>; 
a sinh..IA.1 x 
- cosh/>.1 x + } ~ 
91 
Tl3 
seax [L0 {a 2 2 
sinh/Xl x 
= A.l-)..3 + s L0 (c0 + em)}{ IX"l 
sinh~ x sinhv'Xi x sinhv'X)" x 
} 
- A.3LO + A.lLo . J IX3 IA.l IX3 
3 ax g sinh;x;- x sinhfXl x 
Tl4 
s e L.L0 (C - ~){ = } A.l-)..3 ~ m s /"A: IA.l 
. 3 
ax 2 a sinh/A.3 x 
= ~ ~ L. c {cosh v'L3 x - ___ ___;:_ 
A 1-A 3 ~ ffi ~ 
a sinh!Xi x 
- coshv'A.1 x + } 
/A.l 
ax 2 a sinh/>..1 x 
= A.e A. [{a2 + s L. (C. + Cm)}{cosh~1 x-1- 3 ~ ~ IA. 1 
a sinhiX'3" x 
- cosh /X) x + - A. 3 {cosh/>..1 x ~ 
a sinhiX"l x a sinhiX) x 
----------} - A. 1 {coshlf3 x- }] 
/A.l IIi 
ax 3 sinh~ x sinh~Xi" x 
T23 
e 
= A.l-)..3 s L.L0c { . . } ~ m ~ /A.l 
ax 
. 2 2 . sinhv'A.1 x sinh/A.3 x e s 
T24 = A.l-;>...3 
[L. {a + s L. (C. + c ) }{ .. } 
~ ~ ~ m 1'>:: n; 1 
sinh/Xl x sinh/X3 x 
- A. 3L. { } + A. 1L. J ~ n::: . ~ IA.3 1 
sinh.JA. 3 x 2 g sinh.JX:"3 x 
+ t.. 1 (C0 + Cm) - s L. C (C - ~) {----:..-/A. 3 J. rn rn s .;x;-
sinh~ x 
- } J 
~ 
g sinh£3 x 
___!!!) (C + C ) {----
s 0 rn .;r: 
3 
92 
sinh.JA. 1 x} gm { 2 2 sinh/X}_" x 
- - (C - -) a + s L. (C. + C } H-----
~ m s 1. J. m IX"i" 
sinh.JX) x gm sinh.JX'l x 
- } + "-3 (Cm - s> 
IX3 IXl 
a sinhn; x 
- cosh~ x - } - A. 3 {cosh.JA.1 x 
.JA.3 
a sinh.JA. 1 x a sinhiA.3 x 
+ } + t.. 1 {coshn; x + } 
.JA.l lr3 
gm a sinh~ x 
S){cosh~ X+-----
vx;-
a sinhv'Xi x 
- coshv'Xi x - } 
v\1 
sinh~ x sinhA 1 x sinh~ x 
----} + CmA3 - CmAl -----
~ ~ ;r;-
2 sinhlr3 x sinh~ x 
+ s L. C (C. + C ) { . - } ] 
~m~ m ~ ~ 







2 2 sinh/A.1 x 
+ (C. + C ){a + s L. (C. +C)}{----·---
~ m J. ~ m ;y::: 
1 
sinh~ x sinh!IJ:" x 
- } - A3 (c. +C) r-:-- J. m r-:--
vA.3 vAl 




e -ax [ {a2 + 2 a sinh!Xl x 
= A A s Li (Ci + em)} {cosh/).1 x + -----1- 3 /).1 
a sinhiX'3 x 
- cosh/X":" x - } + ).1 {cosh1A.3 x 3 II) 
a sinh~ x 
+ 
IA3 




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE EXPONENTIAL TRAVELING-WAVE 
TRANSISTOR 
The following computer program pertains to the 
exponentially tapered traveling-wave transistor. The 
data to be read in includes the line parameters, line 
length, the initial frequency, and the tapering constant. 
The program will compute the input impedance, power gain, 
and output voltage. 
The program is computed using complex subroutines and 
double precision using a closed form solution as given in 
Chapter 5. Clearly the program reduces to the constant 
parameter line if the tapering constant A is set equal 
to zero. 
C STANLEY PHD DISSERTATION 
C EXPONENTIAL TRAVELING WAVE TRANSISTOR 








REAO(l,lO) XPOStN,YPOSINtXZERO,YZERO,XMIN 1 XMAX 1 YMIN,YM 
lAX,DX,OY 





DO 33 N = 1 1 3 
WRITE(3,31) lO,li,SO,St,SM,GM,O,F,A 
31 FORMAT(4Gl8.8) 
E = O. 
ANGLEl = O. 
PHASE = o. 
DO 20 I = 1,300 
W = 6.2832*F 
lllO = LI*(SI + SM) + LO*CSO + SMJ 
SICO = SI*SO + SM*CSI + SOl 
CW=OCMPLX ( E, W) 
CE5 = ( 2*A*A-W*W*L ILD-W*W*D SQRT ( ( l 0* ( SO+SM )-l t * ( S I +S M) 
1)*(l0*( 




Cy 12• f-W*W*li*LO*Sfll*( COSQRT i CE6 t-COSQRT {Cf5) t) I ( fCE5-C 
1E6)*LI*l0. 
l*CWJ 
CYll = (ll*{ A*A-W*W*LO*( SO+SM) )*(COSQRT.CE5J-CDSQRT(Cf 
16) )-
1LI*CE6*(COSQRT( CE5) +Al+li*CE5*fCDSQRT ( CE6J+A) 1/ ( fCE5-C 
1E6l*Ll*LO*CW) 
CY 22=tLO*f A*A-W*W*L I*f Sl+SMJ I *fCDSQRT( CE5J-CDSQRT fCE6J 
l)-





CPYll=( (L I*{ A*A-W*W*LO*f SO+SM) )*(COSQRTCCE5l-cOSQRT(CE 
16) ,_ 
lLI *CE6*fCDSQRTtCE5 )-A) +li*CE5'*fCOSQRT ( CE6l-AI t /( fCE5-C 
1E6J*LI*LO*CW 
l))$0EXP(-2*A*D) 










Al=OSQRT((LJlO*lllO -4*li*LO*SICO + 
lOSQRTtCLILO*LILO -4*ll*lO*SIC0J*(LilO*lllO -4*ll*lO*Sl 
lCO) + 
1 16*Cli*LO*SM*GM l*CLI*LO*SM*GM)/(W*Wl))/2) 
8 = t2*LI*LO*SM*GMJ/(W*Al) 
CElSQ=CZ*A*A-W*W*liLO-W*W*DCMPLX(Al,Btt/2. 
CE3SQ =t2*A*A-W*W*liLO+W*W*DCMPlX(Al,8)t/2. 
CEl = CDSQRTICElSQ) 












CK21 :z C -W*W*AP*LI *SM*( CC03-A*CS3-CCOl+A*CS 1) )/ (COl) 
CK22=( AP•C A*A-W*W*L I* IS I+SMI) *ICCOl-A*CSl-CC03+A*CS31-
lAP*CE3SQ*C CCOl-A*CSl) +AP*CEl SO* fCC03-A*CS3 l )/CCOl) 
CK23• (-CW*AP*LI*W*W*LO*SM*ICS3-CSl)J/(C01t 
CK2~a(CW*AP*li*CA•A-W*W*LI*(SI+SM))*(CS1-CS3)-
1CW*AP*CE3SQ*LI*CS1 + CW*AP*CE1SO*LI*CS3)/CD1 
CK31 a (CW*AN*ClSO+SM)*(A*A-W*W*LO*(SO+SM))*(CSl-CS3J-













1{ SI+SM )*( ( A*A-W*W*l. I*( S I+SMJ) *( CS l-CS3J-
lCE3SQ*CSl+CElSQ*CS3)JJ/COl 
CK43 = (-AN*W*W*LO*SM*CCC03+A*CS3-CCOl-A.CS1}) /COl 
CK44 • fAN*CIA*A-W*W*LI*CSI+SM)J*CCCOl+A*CS1-CC03-A*CS 
13) + . 
tCElSQ*(CC03+A*CS3J-CE3SQ*(CCOl+A*CSl)))/CDl 










l*CY12t + CK31+ CK33*CY11+ CK34*CY12 




l3*CY 11 +CK 24* 




CEOUT = CT32/fCT32*CT41 -CT42*CT31t 
caour = ceour 
CT23 = CK23 
CT33 = CPYll*CK13 + CPY12*CK23 + CK33 
CT43 = CPY12*CK13 + CPY22*CK23 + CK43 
CTll = CKll + CK13*CV11 + CK14*CY12 
CT12 = CK12 + CKl3*CY12 + CK14*CY22 
CT21 = CK21 + CK23*CY11 + CK24*CY12 
CT22 = CK22 + CK23*CY12 + CK24*CY22 
CZO=CT4l*CT32-CT42*CT31 
FORMAT(3Gl8.8) 
MAGill= SQRTCREAL(t80UT)*REAL(C80UT) + AIMAGCC80UTI*A 
1 I MAGC C80UT I I 
LOGFCI) c OLOGlOCFI 
FORMATCG18.8) 
CZIN= CCT2l*CT37 -CT22•CT31)/(CT4l*CT32-CT42*CT311 
C8IN = CZIN 
P I N = R E Al ( C 81 N I 
CY118 a CYll 
CY128 = CY12 
POUT= MAGCII*MAGCIJ*CREAL(CY118) + REAlfCY12811 
PGAINCII =POUT/PIN 
FORMAT C 2Gl8.8 I 
IMPCIJ = REALCC8INJ 
F • F*l.075 
CONTINUE 
WRITEI3 9 300) (PGAINCKJ 9 1MP(K)wlOGf(K),MAGCKltK= 1,300) 
FORMAT (4El8. 8) 
FOfU4AT C El8. 8) 








F • .00001 
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